
 

In every month of the Vaishnav lunar calendar, a date or tithi is 
often missed due to adjustments  or nakshatra (constellation). 
Sometimes two dates may even fall on the same day, which is 
known as Kshay Tithi. All the missed days accrue after every 
third year (or thirty months) into a 30-day month called Adhik 
Maas. Astrologically, Surya (Sun) does not enter Sanskriti in this 
month, which means that no other auspicious days fall in this 
month – which is why it is also called Malmaas.

The tale goes as such: Mal Maas approached Shri Thakorji and 
complained that all the other days and months have been 
accepted by all other gods and goddesses but for me there is no 
one and no occasions are celebrated in my month. Upon hearing 
his pleas, Shri Thakorji accepted the month as His own, and 
gave it His own name (another name for Thakorji is Purna 
Purshottam), which is why it is sometimes also called 
Purushottam Maas.

Thakorji showed Kripa upon Mal Maas, the month that stands 
alone and is most ignored, into the most honored month, and 
was then named after the Lord Himself, Purshottam Maas. A 
lesson for us is that we all have an equal chance to have 
Thakorji’s Kripa by simply being at His lotus feet.

The Purushottam Maas comes between the Indian months of 
Chaitra and Ashwin. All utsavs (festivals) of the year are 
celebrated once again during Purshottam Maas, as stated in 
Vaishnav pranalika (calendar). In this month, all the year-round 
festivals are celebrated daily with lots of enthusiasm, giving 
Vaishnavs a chance to perform Aadhik (home) seva for the 
happiness of the Lord. This is a holy month - Vaishnavs dive 
deeper to strengthen their relationship with Thakorji, e.g. make 
seva more elaborate, do more paath, listening to katha, etc. The 
month is also auspicious for doing a lot of charity/daan which 
one should perform as they wish.

Hence, we should use this month to strengthen our relationship 
with Thakorji. 
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Adhik Maas (extra intercalary month) is an extra month in the 
Hindu calendar that is inserted to keep the lunar and solar 
aligned. The position of Adhik Maas amongst the other months is 
variable, reoccurring about every 32.5 months. This is in contrast 
to some other common lunisolar calendars that insert an 
intercalary lunar month at a fixed point of the year.

Each Lunar month consists of 30 days (from new moon 
Amavasya tithi, to full moon Poonam tithi until the next new 
moon). The solar year is made up of 365 days and about 6 hours, 
and the lunar year is made up of 354 days. Thus there is a gap of 
11 days, 1 hour, 31 minutes and 12 seconds between the lunar 
and the solar years. 

The solar year and lunar year fall out of sync as a result and the 
relation between months, seasons also falls out of sync. The 
ancient astrologers figured a clever way and added an extra 
month approximately every two and a half years. This added the 
correct number of days needed to bring the solar and lunar years 
in agreement and helped keep the seasonal cycle in order.  It is 
regarded as one of the most accurate methods to adjust the gap 
between Solar and Lunar Year. As this additional month was 
added at various times of the year, it could not be given a 
specific name associated with a season or a stellar system, it 
was named as “Adhik-Maas” i.e. “Extra-month”).


“Adhik means extra - in Adhik Maas, in Purshottam Mahino, we 
should perform Adhik Seva of our Shri Thakorji. We should use 
these auspicious moments to grow our Seva, through more 
Paath, Jaap, Kirtan, Katha, Satsang - we should use this month 
to grow our relationship with Shri Thakorji. It is said that in this 
month, Thakorji is also Adhik pleased with His Bhakts and so it is 
even easier to get His Krupa.

It was really nice to see the Vaishnav Youth Group come together 
to watch and discuss the Shrimad Bhagwat Katha live. It gave 
me Anand reading some of the lessons you have taken away 
from the Katha - and to see how you want to use these lessons 
to get closer to Shri Thakorji and make your lives full of Anand.”
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From the 23rd to 29th September, the Vaishnav Youth Group 
watched the Shrimad Bhagwat Saptah live as a group and 
discussed and shared the lessons that resonated for them 
through the 7 days.

Each day, someone nominated themselves to also take notes for 
a summary discussion during our next Satsang on 10th October. 
A big thank you to Nakul, Nyrali, Urvi, Sonal, Bhavik, Janaki and 
Sahil for volunteering for this wonderful Seva.

Here are a few of the lessons shared by the group:

“Thakorjis Katha gives us good fortune simply by listening - we 
have to make no effort. Bhagwat is the Vangmay Swaroop 
(literary Swaroop) of Thakorji. There is no difference between 
Shrinathji at Nathdwara and The Bhagwat"

“Shrimad Bhagwat gives us the intellect to identify what is 
temporary and what is permanent, being able to distinguish that. 
It allows us to distinguish between what is important and what is 
not.”

“There are 3 types of times in our lives: Sukh (Good times: When 
we are reaping the benefits of our good karma), Dukh (Bad times: 
When we are facing the results of our bad karma) and Anand 
(Bliss times: Times when we are performing Bhakti and Seva). 
There are times of Thakorji’s Kripa (mercy) when we are not tying 
ourselves to any karma. These are the times we should strive for 
most.”

“You can get blessed by Thakorji's even by simply doing Pranam 
- you might not know anything else but just by doing Pranam you 
can get to Thakorji."

“Krushna means He who is full of Karshan. Karshan means 
attractive - to others things we have to learn to be attracted, but 
Krushna is all attractive; to Krushna we are naturally attracted.”

“When Sukdevji was reciting Bhagwat to Parikshit Maharaj, the 
devtas came, offering a pot of amrut, which would give him an 
eternal life, in exchange for the Bhagwat, but Parikshit Maharaj 
said no. He would rather have the bliss of Bhagwat and get close 
to Thakorji than live eternally in fear. Similarly, we may find during 
the Katha , different distractions will try to distract us from the 
Katha, different events and activities - these are likened to the 
devtas offering amrut. But we must remember the nectar of the 
Bhagwat and join everyday”
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“When you offer bhog (food) to Krishna it transforms from being 
just jamvanu (meal) to becoming special, it becomes Prashad. 
We should offer everything in our lives to Shri Thakorji.”

“The solution to dukh is not sukh. The way to solve dukh is by 
realising and experiencing your spiritual dukh, of being separated 
from Thakorji. When this happens your material dukh will 
become insignificant. We can't replace dukh by sukh and 
assume the dukh will go. Sukh will lead to dukh eventually, so 
they can't cancel each other out - they're actually 
complimentary, they come with one another (e.g. when you get a 
car you get happy and when it breaks down you get unhappy).”

“We don't know when we will take our last breath, so best to 
take Thakorji’s name and take on Thakorji’s seva as much as 
possible and as early as possible, to become one with Shri 
Prabhu. This is what Bhismapitama did. While we have the 
strength and energy to do these things, we should not let these 
moments go wasted.”

“When doing seva it is important to do it selflessly, without 
looking for any recognition.”

“When praying we should not ask for anything, and only praise 
and give gratitude to Shri Prabhu for everything we have 
already.”

“Everyone has different interests in seva, whatever someone 
likes or has an interest in, Thakorji engages them in seva in that 
way”.

“Srimad Bhagwatam is a rich source of pure knowledge. In my 
view, for the common man to understand it all in seven days is 
next to impossible. Yet across these seven days, we were 
fortunate to have so many small lessons to take away which can 
change our lives in a big way. One point that resonated with me 
is the quality of our prayers. Whenever we pray to God, most of 
the time it is to rescue us from situations which might appear 
unfavourable in our eyes. However, as Je Je Shri mentioned, if 
we want to ask for something, we should ask for the strength to 
face those difficult situations without fear and get the clarity to 
see what lesson that situation is trying to teach us. We should 
ask that may our mind always meditate on His name, His form 
and that our  intellect always remain surrendered to His 
greatness.”

We will be continuing this format of live discussions on Je Je 
Shri’s katha for the upcoming Shikshapatra Raspaan Mahotsav. 
If you would like to join in, please let us know.
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